
CONTENIDOS DE INGLÉS NIVEL A1 Y A2
Structure Functions

UNIT 1: MEETING PEOPLE what?questions
numbers 1-10

saying hello
asking about people

UNIT 2: INTRODUCING 
PEOPLE

where? Questions
numbers 11-20

asking for information
introducing people

UNIT 3: QUESTIONS to be
present simple: do/does
questions: are you….?

asking about people
talking about jobs

UNIT 4: DESCRIPTIONS to have
possessive adjectives
this/that

describing places

UNIT 5: TIMES AN PLACES there is/there are
present simple
times: o’clock

asking for information
talking about times

UNIT 6: JOBS AND 
INTERESTS

present simple
time adverbials
in the evening
at the weekend

asking about people
talking about times

UNIT 7: QUESTIONS present simple questions with do
short answers do/don’t
days of week
numbers 20-100

asking for information
talking about age

UNIT 8: POSSESSIONS have got
possessive adjectives
my, your…
adjectives

talking about possessions
describing objects

UNIT 9: DIRECTIONS can you tell me…?
imperatives
prepositions of places

asking for/giving directions
describing locations

UNIT 10: REQUESTS would like+noun
have you got any….?
some/any
object pronouns
times 4.15,4.45,4.30
the alphabet

making requests
asking about availability
talking about times

UNIT 11: PRICES how much/how many
these/those
whose…?
colours

talking about prices
talking about quantities

UNIT 12: PRESENT 
ACTIONS

present continuous
time-five past ten

describing current actions
talking about times

UNIT 13: ROUTINES present continuous/presente 
simple
can I..?

describing what you do
asking permission



UNIT 14: REASONS why…?
so/because
want+infinitive

describing routines
reasons
expressing wants

UNIT 15: QUANTITIES enough/a lot of
much/many
numbers 100-1,000,000

describing quantities

UNIT 16: PLANS going to
by car/by train/by bus
ordinal numbers

talking about plans

UNIT 17:COMPARISONS comparatives with -er
superlatives with -est
bigger than…
as big as...

making comparisons

UNIT 18: ROUTINES frequency abverbs
past tense “to be”
somebody/anybody/everybody/
nobody

describing habits and routines
talking about the past

UNIT 19: PAST ACTIONS past simple-regular verbs
which+noum

narrating and reporting

UNIT 20: OPINIONS past simple-negatives
irregular verbs

talking about the past
asking for and giving opinions

UNIT 21: OBLIGATIONS modals: have to
have got to
can-ability
present continuos with future 
meaning

espressing obligations
expressing regrets
talking about possibilities
giving reasons
talking about plans

UNIT 22: SUGGESTIONS shall I?…
let’s
comparative with more and 
most

making offers
making suggestions
making comparisons

UNIT 23: INVITATIONS would like+infinitive
can-ability
irregular comparatives
gerunds

making invitations
responding to invitations
greeting (on telephone)

UNIT 24: INSTRUCTIONS modals
imperatives

giving instructions
expressing obligations
prohibition
expressing needs


